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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Executable Digital Dependability Identities (EDDIs) are meant to be deployed across
significantly diverse applications and Multi-Robot System (MRS) architectures. In
order to engineer EDDIs that supervise the dependability of MRS at runtime and which
are assured themselves at design-time, a holistic methodological approach is required.
In this deliverable, the toolchain for the generation of runtime EDDIs is explained. The
toolchain assumes a design-time EDDI has been engineered with design-time
dependability engineering tools. Based on this model, platform-independent and
platform-dependent software components are semi-automatically generated, which
contain the functionality to dynamically supervise dependability properties of a multirobot system. Specifically, in this first iteration of the SESAME toolchain, the Robot
Operating System (ROS) has been selected as an exemplary target platform for robotic
applications. For each of the generators, detailed information is given on the generator
functionality, used technologies, important design decisions. In addition, tutorials are
provided for setting up the required tool environment and walking through the
generation of exemplary runtime EDDI subcomponents and the final MRS-level
runtime EDDI, which can be deployed into existing ROS applications.
Since tightly related to this deliverable, further information on the technical design-time
specification of EDDIs can be found in deliverables D4.2. In addition, the conceptual
background of the techniques realized technically in this document can be found in
deliverable D7.1.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
This deliverable reports on the developed tool set for the (semi-)automatic generation of
the runtime parts of Executable Digital Dependability Identities (EDDI). As such, it
describes the realization and usage of the technical components, which enable the
transformation of EDDIs in the shape of design-time models to executable pieces of
software that can be deployed to multi robot systems (MRS) in order to perform
dynamic risk management.
The conceptual background of the constituents of an EDDI as envisioned by SESAME
are described in deliverable D7.1 (see Figure 1). Concretely, these constituents
collaboratively performing dynamic risk management are 1. Dynamic Safety Capability
Assessment with Conditional Safety Certificates (ConSerts), 2. Dynamic Risk
Assessment with Bayesian networks, 3. Dynamic Reliability Assessment based on the
SafeDrones tool, 4. Perception Uncertainty Monitoring with the SafeML tool and 5.
conditional event monitoring to realize a typed communication interface between the
runtime EDDI and the nominal functionality of the MRS. Regarding the scope of the
tools described in this deliverable, the models consumed by these components are
assumed to be present in the shape of a design-time EDDI, which is a .xml file
conforming to the technical Open Dependability Exchange (ODE) metamodel
specification described in D4.2. Thus, the toolset in the present document realizes the
pipeline to make the engineered runtime models executable (i.e. generate components
that can infer the runtime models based on runtime-available information) and deploy
them into common robotic platform architectures.
In the first development iteration, the Robot Operating System (ROS) has been selected
as the exemplary target runtime environment, to which the EDDI shall be deployed in.
The reason for this decision is the usage of ROS in several SESAME use cases and the
general spread of ROS in the robotics domain. Thus, by having support for deploying
runtime EDDIs to ROS applications, the transfer of EDDIs to industrial applications is
facilitated. By splitting the runtime EDDI generator pipeline in platform-independent
and platform-dependent parts, the extension towards other runtime environments is
conceptually and technically simplified.
The developed tools provide users with control over the transformation, generation and
deployment processes. The tools described in this deliverable can be found in the
SESAME public GitHub repository at: https://github.com/sesame-project/
The rest of the deliverable is structured as follows. In Section 2, the big picture of the
runtime EDDI generation toolchain is described in the context of its inputs and outputs.
In Section 3, we provide an explanation of the technical details of each generator for the
different runtime EDDI components. This includes the description of the generator
functionality, technical formats, used technologies and important design decisions. In
addition, the end-user perspective is considered by providing a step-by-step tutorial for
setting up the tool environment as well as using the tool to get the runtime EDDIs
generated. While Section 3 focusses on the individual components of the runtime EDDI,
in Section 4 we discuss, based on an example, how the overall toolchain is used to
generate the runtime EDDI as a whole. We conclude in Section 5 summarizing the
deliverable’s main points and outlining next steps.
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Figure 1 Relationship of D7.2 to other deliverables

2.

RUNTIME EDDI GENERATION TOOLCHAIN ARCHITECTURE
The generation of runtime EDDIs, i.e. executable software that performs dynamic
dependability management, happens still at design-time and assumes the existence of a
design-time EDDI (Figure 2). The design-time EDDI is an .xml based file, which
conforms to the Open Dependability Exchange (ODE) metamodel, whose technical
specification is described in deliverable D4.2. In addition to the runtime models
depicted in Figure 2, the design-time EDDI contains as well models, which have been
used as intermediate artefacts to systematically derive the runtime models and thereby
provide a basis for their dependability assurance. Technically, this means, a user, who
wants to use the runtime EDDI generation toolchain, has available one or more runtime
models in the shape of design-time EDDI packages.
The next step towards a runtime EDDI is the generation of a platform-independent
runtime component for each of the SESAME dynamic dependability management
techniques. Specifically, these are dynamic dependability capability assessment with
Conditional Safety Certificate models (ConSerts), situation-aware dynamic risk
assessment with Bayesian network models, dynamic reliability assessment based on
Markov models (SafeDrones framework) and dynamic perception uncertainty
assessment based on the SafeML framework). Apart from a machine-processable
representation of the runtime model to be inferred during runtime, the platformindependent component for each technique needs to contain logic for performing the
inference task and explicit formats for required input data and provided output data. In
the cases of Bayesian networks, ConSerts and Markov models, the input data is already
on a higher abstraction level than concretely perceivable variables. Therefore, an event
detection logic is required that evaluates higher-level events from low-level perceived
variables.
After the generation of a platform-independent component, the functionality for
inference on particular runtime models is given. However, involved formats, algorithms
and used technologies usually differ with respect to the techniques. In addition, the
execution frequency and data interface types differ and not each technique is required
for applications. Since this is not a new problem for runtime EDDI execution,
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middleware exists that is handling the dynamic integration of components, e.g. the
Robot Operating System (ROS). There exist various different architectural middleware
taking care of orchestrating component integration and inter-component
communication. For the first iteration of the SESAME toolchain, we selected ROS as an
example runtime execution middleware. Since the platform-independent components
are functionally working after generation step 1, it is deemed desirable to have a second
generation step, which wraps the platform-independent components into platformdependent components and therefore make them ready to be integrated in a particular
target platform. For this purpose, a set of scripts has been developed to automatically
provide a ROS wrapping node around platform-independent components.

Figure 2 SESAME Runtime EDDI Generator Tool Architecture

This ROS generator takes the EDDI ROS configuration as input, which specifies
information about ROS input/output interfaces that fit with the ROS topic interfaces of
the MRS application the runtime EDDI shall be integrated in. In order to simplify the
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integration for the engineer, a static source code analyser for ROS applications1 in
combination with an Eclipse-based graphical editor has been connected to the runtime
toolchain to graphically perform the integration between existing ROS application and
runtime EDDI, especially with respect to data interfaces.
After the platform-dependent ROS component generation, a ROS package exists, which
contains executable ROS nodes that:


represent a mechanism for dynamic dependability management for a concrete MRS
that has been engineered



is compatible with existing input and output ROS messages provided by the multirobot system agents



are fully and transparently traceable back to the dependability engineering artefacts
used to engineer and assure the runtime EDDIs



were generated to a large extent based on automated tools and therefore the process
is efficient and less error-prone than with manual development of dependability
mechanisms

The generator components on the platform-independent level are described in sections
3.1-3.5, the generator component on the platform-dependent level is described in
section 3.6.

3.
3.1

RUNTIME EDDI GENERATION COMPONENTS
CONSERT COMPONENT GENERATOR
The ConSert Component Generator consists of three major parts. The toolchain takes
the EDDI model in XML as an input. From the design-time EDDI XML file, the
ConSerts are derived and described in YAML files. Those YAML files are then used as
inputs to create the ConSert Monitor as a Python WHL binary via consert-rs and
Maturin and the corresponding Python representation as an EDDI Monitor. An
overview of this toolchain is shown in Figure 3 (blue boxes represent artefacts and
green boxes represent transformation scripts) and the corresponding steps are described
in detail in the following sections.

Figure 3 EDDI ConSert monitor toolchain overview
1

https://github.com/ipa320/ros-model/
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3.1.1

ConSert Model Generation
First, the EDDI XML model is transformed into YAML files that describe the specified
ConSerts. These YAML files are in a representation compatible with that of the
conserts-rs2 library, which includes the evaluation of ConSert models at runtime. To this
end, we use Eclipse Epsilon3, in which several Java-based scripting languages exist for
automating common model-based software engineering tasks, as code generation,
model-to-model transformation and model validation. More precisely, in this step the
Epsilon Generation Language4 (EGL) is used to extract the model-specific information
from the ConSert models contained in the EDDI XML model required for generating
the corresponding YAML files. Figure 4 shows an excerpt of the EGL program code,
which invokes helper functions in an additional EGL program (i.e. "helper.egl") to
realize this transformation.

Figure 4 Excerpt of the EGL program code used to transform an EDDI XML model to YAML files

To enable a convenient transformation, in the absence of an existing Eclipse Epsilon
development environment, a Java Archive (JAR) has been compiled to execute Epsilon
2

https://real-time-conserts.feuerberg.iese.fraunhofer.de/opus/conserts-rs.html
https://www.eclipse.org/epsilon/
4
https://www.eclipse.org/epsilon/doc/egl/
3
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functionality standalone based on an Application Programming Interface (API). It can
be used with the following command:
java -jar egl.jar -e <egl_script> -m <ecore model_file> -x <xml_file>

Executing this command will create the YAML files for the ConSerts defined in the
EDDI XML model, as depicted in Figure 5. In this example, the directory ―egl‖ contains
the required egl files (i.e. ―model_to_yaml.egl‖ and ―helper.egl‖) and ―models‖ contains
the ODE metamodel (i.e. ―generatedMergedODE.ecore‖) as well as a model (i.e.
―example.xml‖) containing two example ConSerts (i.e. ―ConSertA‖, ―ConSertB‖).

Figure 5 Creation of YAML files for ConSerts defined in an EDDI XML model

An example of the content of such a YAML file can be seen in Figure 6. Note that not
all ConSert-related information that is part of the design-time EDDI is also part of
generated YAML file. Only the minimal information required to infer ConSerts based
on runtime information is contained. For instance, design-time evidences which enable
the traceability between the runtime ConSerts and the corresponding design-time safety
engineering artefacts (e.g. safety analysis or safety concept models) is not available
anymore.
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Figure 6 Minimal example of a ConSert described in a YAML file

3.1.2

ConSert Monitor Generation
In order to enable the evaluation of ConSert models at runtime, ConSert monitors are
generated in Python for each of the YAML files. For this, we use conserts-rs, which can
process a YAML file and create annotated Rust5 code in a directory named
―consert_<consert_name>‖, located in ―target‖ (see Figure 7). The Rust programming
language provides tools and guidance to build fast, efficient and correct code.
Generating the Rust code with the Python bindings is done executing the following
command from command line:
conserts.exe compile --py -i <consert_name.yml>

5

https://www.rust-lang.org/
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Figure 7 Generated Rust code for ConSertB

During this activity, the ―--py‖ argument results in Rust code that has additional
annotations, which are required by PyO3/maturin6 to generate a native Python module
(wheel file) in the next step. To be able to use maturin, it can be installed via pip as
follows:
pip install maturin

For generating a wheel file (.whl), containing the Python-based ConSert monitor
module, the following command needs to be executed in the directory
―consert_<consert_name>‖:
maturin build

Figure 8 Created Python wheel files from annotated Rust code for ConSertB using maturin build

In order to use a ConSert monitor, the resulting .whls files, located in
―consert_<consert_name>/target/wheels‖ (see Figure 8), are then installed with:
pip install consert_<consert_name>.whl

3.1.3

EDDI Monitor Generation
The consert_monitor.py script generates an EDDI monitor in Python based on a
ConSert YAML file. As input parameters, the ConSert YAML file and the path where

6

https://github.com/PyO3/maturin
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the generated monitor script should be saved. The generated code imports the
previously generated bindings to access setter and other functions of the ConSert
Monitor.

Figure 9 Generated EDDI Monitor example file

In Figure 9, the generated EDDI Monitor is shown. It was generated based on the
minimal ConSert described in a YAML which is shown in Figure 6. The ConSert has
one runtime evidence (RtE_A_E0) and one guarantee (SystemAG0C2). At the top, the
generated ConSert Monitor dependencies are imported. During the ―execute_step‖
method, the runtime evidence and demands are set (line 11). Then, the guarantees are
evaluated, gathered in a list and returned. Later in section 3.6 it is explained how the
result is further processed within a ROS node.
In order to generate the EDDI Monitor the ―consert_monitor.py‖ script can be executed
from command line with the following syntax:
python consert_monitor.py -t <target dir> -c <consert.yml>

Thereby, the <target dir> argument represents the directory where the final EDDI
monitor script should be saved. As a second parameter, the path to the ConSert YAML
file must be set.
In order to execute the EDDI monitor, the ConSert monitor wheel files (see above) must
be installed on the local machine.

3.2

DYNAMIC RISK ASSESSMENT COMPONENT GENERATOR
The Bayesian network component generator enables to generate Bayesian network
Python monitors which can be used for runtime inference of a specific Bayesian network
in the context of performing situation-aware dynamic risk assessment. It requires a
design-time EDDI Bayesian network model as an input and provides the generated
Python component as an output that can perform the runtime inference.
The generation procedure consists of three major steps. The toolchain takes the EDDI
model (XML-like format) representing one or more Bayesian networks as an input.
From the EDDI file, the runtime representation of the Bayesian network is generated.
Therefore, the .xdsl file format (XML-like format) is used. .xdsl is the proprietary
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Bayesian network format from the BayesFusion7 GeNIe Modeler tool capable of
modeling and analyzing Bayesian networks. This runtime model representation is then
used as input for the subsequent generation of the Python Bayesian network EDDI
monitor package. Finally, the monitor must be manually adapted to be tailored to the
concrete use case. This includes the discretization of the inputs and the mapping to the
evidence. An overview of the process is given in Figure 10 (a). These steps are described
in detail in the following sections.
Model-to-Model
Transformation
(EGL Script)

Runtime Bayesian
Network Model
(.xdsl)

Bayesian Network
Monitor Generation
(Python Script)

(a)

EDDI Bayesian
Network Monitor
(.py)

Manual
Adjustments

Tailored EDDI
Bayesian Network
Monitor (.py)

Runtime Bayesian
Network Model
(.xdsl)

Model-to-Model
Transformation
(Python Script)

Runtime Bayesian
Network Model
(.xmlbif)

Bayesian Network
Configuration
Generation (Python
Script)

Bayesian Network
Configuration (.py)

Inference Logic
Generation (Python
Script)

EDDI Bayesian
Network Monitor
(.py)

Bayesian Network
EDDI (XML)

(b)

Figure 10 Process of generating a Bayesian network monitor given a Bayesian network in form of an
EDDI. (a) Shows the whole process, (b) shows the details of the actual Python monitor generation. The
artifacts are shown in blue and the processes are shown in green.

3.2.1

EDDI Model to Runtime Model Transformation
First, the EDDI Bayesian network model is transformed into a runtime model, i.e., a
.xdsl file that is representing the respective Bayesian network. This format is compatible
with GeNIe Modeler8 and the SMILE9 C++ library for programmatic manipulation and
analysis of Bayesian networks.

7

https://www.bayesfusion.com/
https://www.bayesfusion.com/genie/
9
https://www.bayesfusion.com/smile/
8
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Further, this file format is internally transformed to the .xmlbif format supported by the
open-source pgmpy10 Python library using a Python script. The pgmpy library is used
by the generated EDDI monitors for the runtime inference. This design decision was
taken to make the SESAME DRA technology independent of commercial tools. Thus,
the inference is performed with an open-source library that can be fed either via .xmlbif
(pgmpy-compatible) or .xdsl (GeNIe-compatible). This file format translation from
.xdsl to .xmlbif is hidden from the user and automatically triggered in the EDDI monitor
generation explained in Section 3.2.2.
Coming back to the actual task at hand, the transformation from the EDDI model to the
runtime format (.xdsl) is implemented facilitating the Eclipse Epsilon Generation
Language (EGL)11. EGL is building on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)12 and
enables easy working with the ODE metamodel. So, the EGL script extracts the
information from the EDDI Bayesian network file (using the corresponding ODE’s
.ecore metamodel file) and maps the information to the file content of the .xdsl file.
During the .xdsl creation process the order of the nodes and conditional probability
values in the Bayesian network are checked and adapted accordingly to assure that the
parametrization of the network stays the same.
For running this EGL script, it is possible to either install the Eclipse Integrated
Development Environment (IDE)13 and set it up accordingly to work with Epsilon, or it
is possible to use the provided JAR file to be independent of the IDE setup. The second
option is the recommended way.
To run the EGL script with the provided JAR file, the following command must be used
giving the previously mentioned files as arguments:
java -jar egl.jar -e <egl_script> -m <ecore model_file> -x <xml_file>

Executing this command will create the .xdsl file for the Bayesian network that is
defined in the EDDI model.
To illustrate this transformation with an example, Figure 11 and Figure 12 show
excerpts of an actual EDDI model file and the generated .xdsl file. A graphical
representation of the corresponding Bayesian network can be found in Section 3.2.2
(see Figure 14) in which this example is picked up again.
10

https://pgmpy.org/
https://www.eclipse.org/epsilon/doc/egl/
12
https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
13
https://www.eclipse.org/ide/
11
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Figure 11 Example content of an EDDI Bayesian network model
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Figure 12 Example content of the .xdsl Bayesian network model generated from the EDDI shown in
Figure 11

3.2.2

Python Monitor Generation
The generation of the actual Bayesian network monitor as a Python package comprises
internally several sub-steps which are hidden from the user. First, the runtime Bayesian
network model (.xdsl) file from the previous step is transformed into a slightly different
format (.xmlbif) which enables to use the open-source pgmpy library for runtime
inference. Second, based on this .xmlbif file a Bayesian network configuration is
generated which enables to manually define the discretization of the input and the
mapping to the evidence / states in the network, as well as, to define the output nodes of
the monitor. Finally, the inference logic itself is generated wrapping everything
together. An overview of those steps is given in Figure 10 (b).
To run the Python-based Bayesian network monitor generation the following steps must
be conducted:
1. Place the previously generated runtime Bayesian network model file (.xdsl) in
the Bayesian network monitor generator Python package directory.
2. Trigger the generation process:
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-

python3
-m
BayesianNetwork.bn_monitor_generator
<BayesianNetworkName>

-

With ―<BayesianNetworkName>‖ being the name of your .xdsl file.

-bn

3. The generated Bayesian network monitor Python package is located in the
―./out/bn_monitor/‖ directory. Figure 13 gives an overview of the generated file
structure.

Figure 13 File structure of the generated EDDI Python monitor for the example Bayesian network

The Bayesian network configuration Python script is located in the generated Python
package in the ―./files/<BayesianNetworkName>‖ sub-directory and is called
―bayesian_network_config.py‖. In there, every node of the Bayesian network has a
respective Python method in which the mapping to the evidence can be implemented, as
well as, the set-up of the output nodes of the monitor. More on this is given in the
following section about manual adjustments (Section 3.2.3). The content of the
generated Bayesian network config is illustrated with a simple example Bayesian
network that infers the risk of a driving situation for a shuttle and a close pedestrian.
The network is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14 Example Bayesian network to illustrate the Python Bayesian network monitor generation

In Figure 15, you can see the actual content of the corresponding configuration Python
script. As stated above there is a method for each of the network’s nodes (methods with
the prefix ―node_‖) including variables for the respective states (= outcomes) and a flag
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for indicating whether a node is the output of the monitor’s inference process.
Additionally, there are internal methods for making the data available in the nodes’
methods and keeping the data up-to-date. Those methods must not be adapted. The data
itself can be accessed by ―self.dra_data‖ inside any of the node methods and is
reflecting the same data and data structure as was given to the monitor from outside as
an input argument in the ―execute_step()‖ method.

Figure 15 Bayesian network configuration Python script for the example Bayesian network.

The generated monitor can be used and integrated by the ―BayesianNetworkMonitor‖
class which acts as an interface for the monitor (see Figure 16). It is located in the
―bn_monitor.py‖ script. For using the monitor, the class itself must be instantiated
which triggers some internal set-up procedure loading the Bayesian network related
files. After that, the inference process can be triggered using the ―execute_step()‖
method providing the latest data input as an argument, forwarding the data internally,
and triggering the inference process. The input data can be an arbitrary data class. Since
the data will be forwarded internally, the same data structure is available inside the
Bayesian network configuration Python script that requires manual adjustments (see
Section 3.2.3). An example of multiple inferences is shown in Figure 17. The return
values are the inferred nodes that are marked in the respective Bayesian network config
as an output node. The output data structure is given in Figure 18.
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Figure 16 Generated class handling the external interface of the generated Python Bayesian network
EDDI monitor

Figure 17 Interface of the generated Python Bayesian network EDDI monitor

Figure 18 Output data format of the inferred data when running the Python-based Bayesian network
EDDI monitor’s “execute_step” method. The “BayesianNetworkOutput” is the return data type which
is then using the “Node”, and respectively the “Outcome”, data types.
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3.2.3

Manual Adjustments
For tailoring the Bayesian network EDDI monitor to the specific Bayesian network
some manual adjustments are needed. All the manual changes are located to the
Bayesian network configuration Python script that was introduced in Section 3.2.2. In
there, the continuous input data must be discretized and mapped to the states of the
input data nodes in the Bayesian network. Further, the output nodes of the monitor’s
inference process are defined in here by setting a specific flag.
The process of adapting the Bayesian network configuration Python script is illustrated
using the example Bayesian network and configuration from the previous section
(Figure 14, and Figure 15). The example implementation for the discretization of the
continuous input is shown for the distance to the pedestrian in Figure 19. Analogously,
the required change for selecting a node (in this case the ―Critical‖ node indicating the
risk) as an output is shown in Figure 20.
In the config itself, the areas for manual adjustments are explicitly marked in each
node’s method by comments to not accidentally mess up the internal logic and to
support the manual adjustment process.
Notice: For the discretization of an input and the mapping to a node’s states it is
important that the state probabilities are set properly. To be specific, one of the states
must be set to 1.0 and the other states must not be set for a given input. This is a minor
limitation of the open-source inference library pgmpy which does not support virtual
evidence so far.

Figure 19 Required manual adjustment in the method “node_Distance_to_Pedestrian()” for
discretizing a continuous input (here the “pedestrianDistance”) and mapping it to the states of the
node (concerning the “Distance to Pedestrian” node of the example Bayesian network)

Figure 20 Required manual adjustment in the method “node_Critical()” for selecting a node as the
output of the monitor (concerning the “Critical” node of the example Bayesian network)

Those manual adjustments may be (partially) automated in a future revision of the
Bayesian network EDDI monitor generator to further simplify the process of monitor
generation for the user and to facilitate all available data in the EDDIs.
After having done the manual adaptions, the EDDI Bayesian network Python monitor
can be executed and the inference process can be triggered. In Figure 21 there is an
example of an instantiation of the generated monitor for the used Bayesian network
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example. Also, the execution of two inferences with example inputs is triggered. Figure
22 shows the respective output that is generated by this example.

Figure 21 Example instantiation and execution of the generated EDDI Python monitor for the example
Bayesian network

Figure 22 Example output for the execution of the generated EDDI Python monitor (see Figure 21)

3.2.4

Python Environment Setup
For setting up the Python environment for the Bayesian network EDDI monitor
generation and for the runtime Python environment of the monitor it must be assured
that the pgmpy Python library is installed. This can be easily achieved with the
following command:
python3 -m pip install pgmpy

3.2.5

ROS EDDI Bayesian Network Monitor Generation
It is possible to not only generate a plain Python EDDI monitor but rather a ROS EDDI
monitor that can directly be integrated into an existing ROS environment. For this, the
step previously explained in the ―Python Monitor Generation‖ Section 3.2.2 will be
replaced by the procedure explained below in Section 3.6, respectively Section 3.6.1.
There details on the ROS EDDI monitor generation are given. The ROS monitor
generator uses a specific YAML configuration which must be tailored to the ROS
environment in which the monitor shall be used and must be tailored to the respective
Bayesian network itself. This YAML configuration is explained in detail in Section
3.6.2 and can be generated as explained in Section 3.6.3. The steps explained in this
section stay the same independent of whether the target environment of the generation is
a Python package or a ROS package.

3.3

DYNAMIC RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT COMPONENT
The dynamic reliability assessment component has been introduced into the project
quite recently, as it conceptually integrates well with the ConSerts approach by adding
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more sophisticated runtime evidences about system and component reliability properties
influencing system dependability guarantees. The accompanying technical Python
component was evolved and directly applied for drone use cases in the SESAME
context (see D7.1 for details) and is at the current stage not fully technically integrated
into the Runtime EDDI Tool Generation Framework. In the remainder of the project, it
is planned to integrate it technically into the toolchain architecture and add support for
semi-automated generation of application-specific ROS monitors that perform dynamic
reliability assessment. The current state of the technical implementation of the
SafeDrones dynamic reliability assessment component is available at GitHub:
https://github.com/koo-ec/SafeDrones

3.4

PERCEPTION UNCERTAINTY MONITOR GENERATOR
The SafeML monitor is applied to monitor scope compliance which supports uncertainty
estimation for data-driven perception components. The monitor is designed for runtime
application. It performs runtime out-of-distribution detection on a running window of
sensor inputs to data-driven models. This way, ODD violations and other anomalies in
the execution and the environment can be detected. Statistical distance measures
between the empirical distribution of a reference sample and the empirical distribution of
the current inputs are computed to detect statistically significant deviations. The
reference sample represents an implicit specification of the input from within the scope.
The SafeML monitor receives as input a generic Float32MultiArray message or any
other message of which the data can be converted into a numpy floating-point array. The
output of the SafeML monitor is a SafeMLOutput message. The SafeMLOutput message
contains three fields two of which are Boolean values and one of which is a floatingpoint number:


bool omission



bool odd_violation



float32 significance_level

The omission flag is set in case the running window of inputs is smaller than the desired
size. This occurs at the start and if the monitor receives an empty message. The
odd_violation flag is set if the statistical distance between the reference sample and the
current running window is statistically significant. The significance_level gives the
probability of detecting false positives. A false positive is detected if the agent is
operating within the specified ODD but a statistically significant difference between the
reference sample and the perceived input is detected. The confidence in the detections of
the SafeML monitor is higher the lower the significance_level is.
The SafeML monitor builds on the existing SafeML library. The monitor employs the
functions for the calculation of the distances between empirical cumulative distribution
functions. For the SESAME project this core functionality was extended by
implementing statistical distance thresholds for the statistical distance measures such
that statistical tests on distances between univariate empirical distributions can be
performed. For multivariate data, the monitor applies repeated univariate tests. To
consider alpha error accumulation when performing repeated dependent tests,
Bonferroni correction is applied. For the Bonferroni correction, the significance level
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is divided by the number of dependent tests to avoid false positive test results. On top of
that the monitor applies Principle Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimension
of high dimensional, multivariate data. This reduces the number of tests needed for highdimensional data and allows the monitor to be applicable for high-dimensional data
without significantly computation overhead.
3.4.1

Environment setup
Computations for the SafeML monitor are performed using the Numpy>=1.16.4
package. To meet the performance demand of computations at runtime, the SafeML
distance computations are enabled for GPU support. To avoid compatibility issues both
the Tensorflow>=2.4.1 package and the Pytorch>=1.9.1 package are supported. Relevant
functions from the SafeML library are attached to the monitor code such that no further
dependencies are required. The dependencies are installed using the following
command:
python3 -m pip install numpy

One of python3 -m pip install tensorflow==2.4.1 or
python3 -m pip install torch==1.9.1

3.4.2

SafeML Monitor Configuration
The execution of the SafeML monitor depends on several parameters which are
specified in the safeml_config.yml file. The window_size determines the amount of
current inputs that are compared to the reference sample. It needs to be a positive
integer. The larger the window_size the more samples are used for the statistical test for
homogeneity of the empirical distributions the higher the discriminatory power of the
statistical test will become. However, increasing the number of samples also increases
the time horizon of the out-of-distribution detection and the computation time. In the
example illustrated in Figure 23, the distribution of the last 100 inputs is compared to
the distribution of the reference sample.

Figure 23 Example saveml_config.yml file.

The reference_sample_file specifies the path to the *.csv file that contains sufficient
samples of inputs during correct system behavior in the specified ODD. The *.csv file
should contain a two-dimensional array where each row represents one sample and each
column represents one feature of the input to the perception component. This file can be
created using the savetxt function from the numpy package. To create the
reference_sample.csv file the reference data is converted to a two-dimensional numpy
array and saved as a csv file.
reference_sample = numpy.asarray(reference_data)
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numpy.savetxt(“filename”, reference_sample, delimiter = “,”)

The significance_level variable specifies the significance level of the statistical test for
homogeneity. It is a floating-point number between 0 and 1. It can be interpreted as the
likelihood of reporting a false positive result if the distribution of the compared samples
is identical.
The distance_metric specifies the metric that is used to compute the statistical distance
between the empirical cumulative distribution functions of the compared samples.
Currently
the
significance
thresholds
are
implemented
for
the
‘KolmogorovSmirnovDistance’,
the
‘AndersonDarlingDistance’
and
the
‘CramerVanMisesDistance’. The choice of the distance metric impacts computation
time and discriminatory power of the statistical test.
The n_components parameter specifies the dimensionality of the input data after the
dimension reduction using Principal Component Analysis. A higher number of
components results in more statistical tests and longer computation times. It increases
the sensitivity of the monitor but it also increases computation time and reduces the
robustness to noisy input.

3.5

CONDITIONAL EVENT MONITOR COMPONENT GENERATOR
Having so far described runtime EDDI components, which infer dependability-relevant
knowledge about the MRS and its environment, this section supports in defining the
atomic pieces of information that are required by the higher level EDDI components –
the events. In D4.2, an Extended Backus–Naur Form (EBNF) grammar has been
defined to formally express hierarchical event specifications, e.g. conditions in the form
of AVERAGE(temp, 5s) > 100 AND TIME(warning == TRUE, 5s). However, these
conditions are not yet directly executable, let alone in different target programming
languages.
To illustrate how events specified in this format can be used to generate executable code
suitable for runtime usage, a prototype Event Creator tool has been developed. For now,
this is a standalone application for demonstration purposes, although this functionality
might eventually be combined into a wider runtime EDDI-generation process.
Specifically, the idea is to integrate the expression generation directly into the ConSert,
Risk Assessment, Reliability Assessment and SafeML monitor generation, as the
realization of input events is at this point still a manual task.
The tool is shown in the Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Event Creator interface

On the left is a text field where event condition expressions can be typed or copied in,
according to the grammar presented earlier. In the centre are the parameters: the
sampling rate (in Hz) of the monitor, the target language (Python in this case), and two
buttons to either generate code or just check the expression syntax.
On the right is the results box, where either the syntax check results or the code appears.
The code for the example is too long to include in full, but to provide an overview of the
generation algorithm different sections will be described.
The generated code broadly falls into four subsections:


Variable definitions, which are stub functions where platform-specific code
should be inserted to connect the monitor to whichever signals/sensors/messages
provide the raw data;



Function definitions, which define the code and supporting data for any
functions used (e.g. circular buffers for timed expressions);



Classes / data structures for relevant types used (in particular, to support the
three-value logic);



The main monitor itself, responsible for calling the rest of the code, evaluating
the expression, and triggering the event as required.

Brief examples of each are discussed below.
def var_temp1():
# Type: number
# Insert platform-dependent code to access value here
# Note that it needs to return either a NumVal or a
# BoolVal based on the type
pass
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Here is a brief stub for a function that, when completed with platform-specific code,
should interpret any raw data, convert it into the appropriate type/format, and return it
for consumption by the rest of the monitor.
# Buffer and timer
buffer_MAX_temp1_10s = []
timer_MAX_temp1_10s = time.perf_counter()
# Update function
def update_MAX_temp1_10s():
if time.perf_counter() - timer_MAX_temp1_10s > 1:
timer_MAX_temp1_10s = time.perf_counter()
buffer_MAX_temp1_10s.append(var_temp1());
if len(buffer_MAX_temp1_10s) > 10:
buffer_MAX_temp1_10s = buffer_MAX_temp1_10s[1:]
# Actual function
def MAX_temp1_10s():
if len(buffer_MAX_temp1_10s) > 0:
return NumVal(max(buffer_MAX_temp1_10s))
return NumVal(0, True)

Here we have the definition of one of the functions used in the example —
MAX(temp_1, 10s), meaning "calculate the maximum temperature value from
temperature sensor 1 over the past 10 seconds". This entails defining a buffer, setting up
a timer and an update function to populate the buffer, and another function that actually
evaluates the expression (i.e., calculates the maximum in this case).
There are two things to note here. First is that the buffer update function only executes
when enough time has passed, calculated from the time period (10 seconds in this case),
the size of the buffer, and the sampling rate (1 Hz). Here, with a sample rate of 1 Hz, we
should collect 10 values in 10 seconds; when the buffer exceeds this, we remove the
first element, thus creating a circular buffer.
The second note is that the evaluation function uses three-value logic. If the buffer does
not contain enough data to perform the calculation, or if it theoretically contained errors,
we can return an "UNKNOWN" value (NumVal(0, True) means that we don't
know what the true value of the number is, so the unknown flag is set to true).
Finally, the main function:
def main():
# Update buffers
update_MAX_temp1_10s()
update_MAX_temp2_10s()
update_AVERAGE_core_10s()
# Event condition
if MAX_temp1_10s() + MAX_temp2_10s() / 2 > AVERAGE_core_10s():
# Insert platform-dependent code to raise this event here
pass
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The main function runs at whatever rate the host platform calls it; as shown above, the
buffer update functions each have their own timers to ensure that the appropriate
readings take place (although if too long passes between each call, there may be
unavoidable gaps in the data). It also evaluates the overall condition and has a stub for
platform-specific code to be inserted to trigger the event itself, e.g. by emitting a
message in a ROS topic or similar.
The intention is to expand the Event Creator to support multiple languages, showing
how it can be used to tailor the design-time EDDI information to different scenarios.

3.6
3.6.1

GENERIC EDDI ROS WRAPPER GENERATOR
ROS Wrapper Generation
The structure of the ROS wrapper generator consists of the ―ros_generator.py‖ script, a
―msgs‖ folder and a folder for each supported EDDI model, as shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25 ROS Wrapper Generator file structure

Each EDDI model derives from the abstract RosGenerator class inside the
―ros_generator.py‖. Further, all custom ROS messages are located as a ―.msg‖ file
within the ―msgs‖ folder as shown in Figure 26. These files are copied during the
instantiation of the ROS package. Usually those messages correspond to the result of
the EDDI monitor, which is published in the ROS network.

Figure 26 EDDI ROS Message files

The ROS generator requires the ROS configuration file and the path to the catkin
workspace. That means, the catkin_ws must already exist beforehand. Otherwise, a new
catkin_ws must be created. The workspace must be in the standard format, where a src
folder is located within the catkin workspace root.
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Figure 27 Top level ROS package structure without EDDI ROS nodes

The ROS wrapper generator generates a meta ROS package named ―eddi_monitor‖
within the catkins src folder as shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28 EDDI ROS node package structure

Within this meta package two general ROS packages (eddi_monitor_launcher and
eddi_messages) are generated. The ―eddi_messages‖ package contains all custom ROS
messages. Several EDDI monitors can exists which all will use the same custom ROS
messages. Therefore, one central package was created that contains all required custom
messages and no redundant message definition is introduced.

Figure 29 Exemplary launch file of the eddi_monitor_launcher package

The ―eddi_monitor_launcher‖ package contains only a launch file that starts the launch
files of all EDDI ROS nodes within the eddi_monitor package as shown in Figure 29.
The aforementioned ROS package structure is generated by the ros_generator script. It
requires as arguments the catkin workspace path and the path to the ros generation
config file. In case no ―eddi-monitor‖ package exists within the catkin workspace; the
script will generate first the ROS meta packages as described before. Afterwards, a ROS
node according to the configuration file is generated as a ROS package within the
―eddi_monitor‖ package. Beside the ROS specific package files such as the
package.xml, CMakLists.txt, a launch file as well as the EDDIInput.py and the
RosNode.py scripts are generated.
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Figure 30 EDDI Input file for an example configuration file

The EDDIInput.py describes the input parameters of the EDDI monitor. These
parameters are defined within the configuration file (see next section). There, the name
of the input parameters, the type and unit of measurement (optional) are described.
Also, the required ROS messages for deriving the EDDI input are specified in order to
cover that further processing of the received ROS messages is necessary. Therefore, a
method template is generated for each EDDI input parameter. As shown in Figure 30,
the EDDI input parameter RtE_A_E0 is based on the ROS Message RtE_E0. A
processing method is then generated (―process_RtE_A_E0‖) which receives the
required ROS message as an input. Here, the developer must manually add the
processing logic. For some messages this only requires simple renaming. However, the
EDDI input can also be the result of complicated calculation based on multiple ROS
messages. Therefore, this manual coding is required.
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Figure 31 Example of an EDDI ROS node

The RosNode.py contains all the logic of the ROS node. When initialized, subscriber
and publisher are created respectively for all the specified simulator outputs and EDDI
outputs within the configuration file. It further defines the ROS main loop where
periodically an EDDI monitor step is executed and the results are then published.
Concurrently, the ROS node is listening to the subscribed messages and updates the
corresponding dictionary entry. This dictionary is then processed to create the EDDI
input structure within the main loop. An EDDI monitor step depends on the model. For
example, in the context of ConSerts this corresponds on the evaluation of all guarantees.
The result then would be a list of guarantees. This result is then published within the
ROS network. For other EDDI monitors corresponding results are created and then
published. According to the specified frequency within the ROS configuration, the ROS
node will sleep until the next iteration begins.
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3.6.2

ROS Configuration File
The ROS configuration file contains all information that is required to generate the
EDDI ROS node, which wraps a technique-specific inference monitor (i.e. ConSert,
Dynamic Risk Assessment, SafeML) to be integrated into an existing MRS ROS
application. It is described as a YAML file as shown in Figure 32.

Figure 32 Example of the ROS configuration file

The file is divided into four sections:
Model: In the Model section of the YAML file, basic information is provided. The
standard fields are id, type, frequency and parameters. These correspond to the model
name, the model type (ConSert, Bayesian Network, SafeML) and the frequency of the
ROS main loop. The parameters field describes model specific information.
SimulatorOutputs: In this section, values from an existing ROS network are described.
These values might be used to create input values for the EDDI monitor. Each of these
values have a name (id), a data type (type) and the topic (topic) within the ROS
network. The ROS node will subscribe to the topic and propagate the received message
for further processing
EDDIInputs: Here, a list of all input parameters of the EDDI monitor are described.
Each of them has a name (id), a data type (type), a default value (default) and a field
requires. The requires field describes a list of ids which are matched to the ids of the
SimulatorOutputs values. An EDDI input parameter might depend on one or more
existing messages.
EDDIOutputs: In this section, the output of the EDDI monitor is specified. The ROS
node will publish the message under the specified topic. Additionally, a name (id) field
is set.
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3.6.3

Semi-automated EDDI Integration into ROS Applications with Model Based ROS
(MROS)
To facilitate the integration of new EDDI components into existing systems of ROS
components, parts of the Model Based ROS (MROS) toolchain are applied. The goal is
to generate fitting EDDI components rather than requiring to adapt the existing
components.
The MROS model extractors can be applied to extract ROS models and ROS system
models from an existing codebase using static code analysis. MROS tools for graphical
modelling support the integration of new components into the system model. Adapted
models are then used to generate the ROS configuration that is required for the
generation of the adapted EDDI components. We apply the EDDI system parser to
translate the ROS models and ROS system models into the configuration the is required
to generate the EDDI components.
Given the ROS models and the ROS system model of a ROS application that is
integrated with the models of the EDDI components the integration requires the
adaption of the ROS configuration of the EDDI components. The eddi_config.yml is
changed using the eddi_system_parser. The EDDI system parser uses the concrete
syntax tree of the ROS model and ROS system model DSL to parse the model files and
extract the id, topic name and message types of relevant inputs to the EDDI and saves
them to the SimulatorOutput part of the eddi_config.yml (see Figure 32 Example of the
ROS configuration file). The system parsing is invoked using the following command.
$ python eddi_system_parser.py -s <*.rossystem path> -m <*.ros model
directory> [-c <*.yml output path>]

The eddi_system_parser receives as options the path of the ROS system file with the -s
option, the directory that contains all the ROS model files with the -m option and
optionally the path of the resulting configuration file with the -c option. By default, the
eddi_system_parser creates or uses the eddi_config.yml file in the current working
directory and overwrites the SimulatorOutput section when called.
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Figure 33 Inputs to a ROS configuration file are extracted from a ROS system model file and
corresponding ROS model files using the EDDI system parsing tool.

While the generation of the EDDI configuration is not fully automated yet the EDDI
system parser supports the generation of EDDI configurations. Figure 33 shows a rather
complex *.rossystem file and a folder containing the corresponding *.ros model files.
Using the EDDI system parser the information is translated from the domain specific
language into the a human readable YAML file format and reduced to a manageable
level while retaining all the information that is required for the generation of ROS
components that are tailored to the existing application.

4.

OVERALL TOOLCHAIN EXAMPLE
In this section the overall toolchain is explain on an example to follow the previous
parts step-by-step. Further, in next section the generator command line tool is presented
which combines the EDDI Monitor generation with the ROS wrapper generation to
simplify usability. Figure 34 gives an overview over the toolchain. Each steps of the
toolchain is connected to the corresponding section within this report.
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Figure 34 Overall Toolchain Overview

4.1

GENERATOR COMMAND LINE TOOL
An executable ROS Node can be generated with the generator.py command line tool.
As shown in Figure 35, the generator.py script takes an existing catkin workspace
directory, an existing EDDI model file and the ROS configuration file. The script then
generates the ROS Wrapper and the EDDI Monitor.

Figure 35 Overview of the generator.py command line tool

The generator.py script can be started via command line with the following syntax:
generator.py -w <catkin_ws> -c <config.yml> -m <model>

catkin_ws: Path to the catkin workspace
config.yml: Path to the EDDI ROS configuration file
Model: Path to the model file
After execution, the ROS package is created within the catkin workspace and the EDDI
ROS node can be launched with:
roslaunch eddi.launch
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4.2

START-TO-END TOOLCHAIN EXAMPLE
In the following a start-to-end example of the overall toolchain is explained step by
step. It is assumed, that an EDDI exists which specifies at least one runtime model of
type Bayesian Network, ConSerts or SafeML. Further, an environment is required with
an installed ROS distribution and Python (version 3 and newer) with pip. Depending on
the model type additional dependencies might be required (details in their
corresponding sections).

4.2.1

Generation of the Model File
Given an EDDI as an XML file. The first step requires to generate the corresponding
model file.

Figure 36 EDDI XML example file describing two ConSerts

In Figure 36 and EDDI as an XML File is shown. Within this EDDI two ConSerts are
specified. This EDDI could further describe more ConSerts but also other models like
BNs. In this example only ConSerts are defined. Therefore, the steps from section 3.1
are followed. First, the egl.jar file is used to generate the ConSerts as YAML files.
Therefore, the command
java -jar egl.jar -e <egl_script> -m <ecore model_file> -x <xml_file>

is executed. Thereby, the model_to_yml.egl, the generatedMergedODE.ecore and the
above shown example.xml file paths are used respectively. In this case two files are
created. The ConSertA.yml and the ConSertB.yml, each specifying the corresponding
ConSert described in the EDDI file. Those were already shown in Figure 6. In case,
other model types are described in the EDDI, the above command must be executed
with the path to the corresponding egl script. The ecore model file path and the xml file
remain the same.
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4.2.2

Generate the Monitor
Now, the monitor is generated. This step differs based on the model type. See for more
details the corresponding section. Here, for ConSerts, the consert-rs tool is executed.
Therefore,
conserts.exe compile --py -i <consert_name.yml>

is executed for ConSertA.yml and ConSertB.yml. The result will be two folders within
a target folder containing the related rust package. In Figure 37 the folder structure of
the ConSertA is shown. The structure for ConSertB is analogous.

Figure 37 Generated ConSerts as Rust file with python bindings

The next step requires the python library maturin to generate python Wheel files from
this annotated Rust code. Therefore, maturin must be installed. Otherwise, it can be
installed with
pip install maturin

Afterward, the Wheel files are built by calling
maturin build

within the consert_conserta and consert_consertb directory. Now, the Wheel files for
each ConSert are generated. In the next step the ConSerts are installed from their Wheel
files with
pip install consert_<consert_name>.whl

for both, ConSertA and ConSertB. These steps are exclusively for ConSert models. For
BNs and other models the steps described in the related sections of chapter 3 must be
followed.
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4.2.3

Create a Catkin Workspace
In this example, the EDDI Monitor communicate with each other and with the simulator
and other systems over the ROS Network. For the next steps, a catkin workspace is
required. In case no such workspace already exists, it must be created. First, create the
path
catkin_ws/src

Then initialize the workspace by calling
catkin init

from the workspace root directory. Then build the workspace with
catkin build

Now, source the setup file with
source devel/setup.bash

The last command must be executed whenever a new terminal is launched.

Figure 38 Catkin workspace directory

The resulting directory will then look similar to Figure 38.
4.2.4

Create the ROS Configuration File
In this tool chain, the generated EDDI monitors are executed within an existing ROS
network. Therefore, some configuration is necessary. The file is described in section 3.6
in more detail. For each model such a configuration file is needed. In this example, a
configuration file for ConSertA and one for ConSertB are required.
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Figure 39 ROS Configuration File for ConSertA and ConSertB

In this example, it is assumed, that ConSertB’s guarantee ―System_A_G0_c2‖ fulfills
the demand ―RtE_A_D0‖ of ConSertA. ConSertB will publish its guarantee within the
ROS network. This message must be known by ConSertA. That is why it is also
specified within the SimulatorOutputs section within the ConSertAs’ config file. The
link between the demand and the guarantee is then described within the EDDIInput
section of ConSertA’s configuration file. It is required, that the names of the
EDDIInputs match the required inputs of the EDDI monitor. For ConSerts, that means,
that the EDDIInputs match the names of the demands and runtime evidence. The config
file can be created manually when the ROS network and the published messages are
known. Alternatively, a major part of the config file can be generated as described in
section 3.6.
4.2.5

Generate the ROS Nodes
The next step generates the EDDI ROS package and for each model a runnable ROS
node. Therefore, the generator.py script is used with
generator.py -w <catkin_ws> -c <config.yml> -m <model>

Where catkin_ws is the newly created or existing path to the catkin workspace. The
config.yml and the model file. In this case the consert_a_config.yml and the
ConSertA.yml are provided in the first step as parameters. The catkin workspace as
shown in Figure 38 is then populated with several files and folders as shown in Figure
40. The first call of an empty catkin workspace will first generate the meta EDDI ROS
package ―eddi_monitor‖. Further, the ―eddi_messages‖ package and the
―eddi_monitor_launcher‖ were generated. Additionally, the ROS package with the ROS
node for ConSertA was generated
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Figure 40 Catkin workspace after the generation of ConSertAs' ROS Node

Next, the same command is executed but with the ConSertB.yml and the
consert_b_config.yml files. This time, only the ROS package is created which correlates
to the ROS node of ConSertB. It is then added in the ―eddi_monitor‖ package as shown
in Figure 41.
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Figure 41 EDDI ROS Package structure after ConSertB was generated

Now, after all required files were generated some minor adaptations are necessary.
Within each ROS node, there is a EDDIInput.py file defining processing function for
each EDDIInput specified within the configuration file. There, the developer must
manually adapt the code such that the data which is propagated to the EDDI monitor is
in the right format.

Figure 42 EDDIInput.py of ConSertB before manual adaptation

Figure 42 shows this file, where in line 7 the code must be adapted manually. In this
example, the Boolean value of the standard message type Bool must be extracted from
the ROS message. Therefore, the line changes as shown in Figure 43.

Figure 43 EDDIInput.py of ConSertA after manual adaptation
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Similarly, the EDDIInput file for ConSertA must be adapted accordingly. In Figure 44 a
possible solution is shown.

Figure 44 EDDIInput.py of ConSertA after manual editing

4.2.6

Running the ROS Nodes
Now the ROS nodes can be started. Therefore, catkin is built again with
catkin build

Then, it must be ensured, that the RosNode.py files are executable. Therefore, run
chmod +x src/eddi_monitor/<consert_name>/scripts/RosNode.py

Afterward, roscore is started with
roscore &

Now, launch the nodes with
roslaunch eddi_monitor_launcher eddi.launch &

Figure 45 Launched EDDI ROS nodes
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In order to test if everything works, message can be published manually with
rostopic pub /rte/e0b std_msgs/Bool "data: false"

for ConSertB’s runtime evidence (RtE). For ConSertA’s RtE a message is published
with
rostopic pub /rte/e0a std_msgs/Bool "data: false"

The guarantees can be printed with
rostopic echo /consertb/guarantees
rostopic echo /conserta/guarantees

respectively. Printing evaluated guarantees of ConSertA and ConSertB prior and
subsequent to manually publishing RtEs is shown in Figure 46.

Figure 46 Example of manually publishing RtE messages and printing evaluated guarantees messages
of ConSertA (left) and ConSertB

5.

CONCLUSION
This deliverable described the first iteration of the SESAME tool-chain to semiautomatically generate runtime EDDIs, i.e. executable components to perform dynamic
dependability management, from design-time EDDI representations. The realized
toolchain consists on the one hand of generator components for several individual
runtime dependability techniques, which are finally combined to represent the runtime
EDDI capable of performing runtime dependability management. In addition to the
platform-independent techniques, wrapper generators have been developed to integrate
the platform-independent runtime EDDI code into the ROS platform. Due to this split
between technique logic and platform logic, porting runtime EDDIs to different target
robotic platforms is facilitated.
One assumption taken for this first toolchain iteration was to treat the runtime EDDI as
one component that is deployed either on a cloud server communicating with the MRS
or on one robot of the MRS, i.e. a centralized dependability management. To be more
flexible with respect to deployment of runtime EDDIs, it is envisioned for the second
iteration (in harmonization with the concepts researched in D7.3) to support distributed
execution of runtime EDDIs, i.e. that modular deployment and execution onto several
robots of the MRS is possible. This requires the implementation of communication
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protocols and the realization of further user intervention into the runtime EDDI
generation process to integrate intended distribution schemes.
In addition, the initial prototypes developed for dynamic reliability assessment,
perception uncertainty monitors with SafeML and the conditional event monitor, will be
integrated into the outlined toolchain architecture so that sophisticated semi-automated
generation of these monitors will also be fully based on design-time EDDI artifacts. On
the macro-level SESAME scope, the runtime toolchain described in this deliverable will
be integrated into the SESAME tool platform described in D8.3.
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